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ABSTRACT
Random sequential packings of identical rectangles a11d identical ellipses are respectively
considered. By performing computer simulations, the values of the packing density of
rectangle in the complete packing are 0.501 ~ 0.508 for a range of aspect ratio 1.0 § It §
2.0, while the values for ellipses in the near complete packing are 0.533 ~ 0.540 for the
same range of aspect ratio.
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INTRODUCTION
Random packing of objects into a finite region has been an important subject having
many applications together with its matllematical interest. The terminology of ‘packing
of objects’ will be used in this paper as to represent the spatial pattern of non-overlapping
objects in a certain finite region B. O11 this subject, 1m1cl1 work has been done with the
packing of spherically symmetric objects, such as dics in the plane, spheres i11 3-D space.
However, the most objects we observe in the natural world are non-spherical. For example,
cars in the street ca11 be represented by rectangles better than by dics, complex metallic
molecules are represented by ellipses better than by dics and so on. Then it is obviously
also important to investigate packing problems of non-spherical objects.

In this paper, we consider two cases of non-spherical (non-circular) convex particles,
namely, rectangles and ellipses, in the plane. W/e represent each particle by S. \Ve perform
computer simulation for the systems of these particles, separately. In order to represent
the shape of these particles, we denote by a a11d b both the half of side lengths of a
rectangle, and the major and minor axes of an ellipse. Thus the area of rectangle and
ellipse are respectively given by (2a) >< (212) = 4ab and vrab. It will be then convenient to
introduce a parameter It = a./b to characterize their shape, and we call it ‘aspect ratio’.
Let us note that another characteristic of non-sphericity is the orientation 0 of particles.
In the following, our main concern is the packing density p which is defined by the

value of
Expected number of packed particles >< |S|

PB = [Bl












